
              
Reversing Lamp Fitting Requirements    Fitting Instructions 

 No more than two should be fitted.    Before commencing any removal of old components and or the fitting of 

 Position at the rear      new, ensure that the vehicle is parked safely off the road with the 

 An illuminated switch or warning lamp should be fitted if the  handbrake on and the circuit isolated by removing the appropriate fuse. 

reversing lamp is not operated via a gear box switch (Not included).  

 Connect using 5 amp cable (Not included).    1. Drill an 8mm hole in a suitable position on the bumper or rear panel of the 

vehicle. Caution: Ensure that the position selected will not result in drill 

Rear Fog Lamp Fitting Requirements    damage to any wiring, brake or fuel pipes. Also, check that there is access 

 Position at or near the rear at a minimum height of 250mm from the to the rear of the surface being drilled, to allow clamping of the lamp 

ground. At a maximum height of 1000mm from the ground.  mounting bolt. 

 Position on the centre line or offside (drivers side) no closer than  2. Mount the lamp using the bolt fitted to the mounting bracket. 

100mm to the rear brake light of the vehicle.   3. Remove the screws from the front of the lens and remove the lens 

 An illuminated switch or warning lamp should be fitted (Not included). 4. Connect a short length of 5 amp cable (Not supplied) to the earth terminal 

 No more than two should be fitted.    on the bulb holder. Pass it through the rear grommet and connect the other 

 This lamp must not be used as an additional brake or stop light.  end to a suitable earth point on the vehicle. 

 5 amp cable required (Not supplied).    5. Connect the insulated terminal at the centre of the bulb holder to an 

illuminated switch (not supplied) via a 5 amp cable, connect to the switch 

Wiring Diagram      terminal marked “ACC”. 
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RL013  RL015 Reversing Lamp 

6. Connect the switch terminal “GRD” to a suitable earth point 

7. Connect the switch terminal marked “Supply” to the fuse box using 5 

amp cable and a 5 amp fuse at the connection point to the vehicles wiring. 

8. Fit the bulb into the bulb holder. Use only an ‘E’ approved 21 Watt bulb. 

9. Replace the lens. Do not over tighten the screws. 

10. Reconnect the vehicles wiring by replacing the fuse. 
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